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IHTRODUCTION
The Problem
Thotisands of dollars are wasted annually from wind-
damage losses to asphalt shingles and especially from
windstoms of high winds that cover wide areas. The
problem is to find the causes for this wind-damage to
asphalt shingles and to detemine satisfactory means of
prevention* Because this problem as a whole is too large
for a M. S* thesis, this thesis will concern mainly the
effectiveness of clips, staples and cement as fasteners
on asphalt-shingle tabs.
Justification for Study
In a study on wind damage to farm buildings, Merle
L. Esmay and Henry Giese (3) pointed out that there has been
a 60 per cent dollar increase of wind damage per 1000 dollars
of risk of farm buildings in Iowa from 1930 through 19li.8
while the rural-farm-fire damage has decreased by 53 per
cent even in the face of the last few inflation years. They
.2.
state that a reduction in fsLrm-fire damage has been accom
plished through research and a comprehensive fire-prevention
program# If a research and educational wind-damage program
can be made to bring about a similar decrease or even a re
duction to the 1930 level, they state that the saving of
some four hundred thousand dollars per year could be realized
by the members of one mutual#
Esmay and Glese have classified wind damage into major-
structxiral damage and minor-type damage# Hoofing damage Is
Included In the minor-type damage# They showed the per
centages of this classification for the periods of 1930 to
1933 and 191^-6 to 19i;8 and for the October 10, 19^9, wlnd-
stom and they stated (3, p. 3)s
Percentagewise, major structural damage has
dropped scsne 20^ resulting from an increase in
minor damage. # . # that minor damage exclusive
of damage to roofing has continued almost on a
level of approximately l&fo throxighout the 20
year period and that damage to roofing has been
responsible for practically all of the increase
of the minor type olassifloation.
Esmay and Giese made a further breakdown of roofing
damage Into types of roofing materials and they stated
(3i p. h)'
The damage to,asphalt shingles has Increased
from ll.ljj oftthe total roofing damage in
1930-33 to 6i|..5^ in 19i4.6-ij.8 or. nearly six
times within twenty years. The seriousness
of this Increase of asphalt-shingle damage
is emphasized by the findings of a roofing
-3-
survey by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station in which found that only one-
oighth of the area of all farm building
roofing in Iowa was asphalt shingles.
Because the greatest savings in wind-damage losses
can be made by increasing the wind resistance of the
asphalt-shingle roofs which are now applied, this study
of clips, staples and cement tab fasteners, which are the
most desirable and commonly used means of increasing the
wind resistance to roofs now applied, was conducted.
Review of Literature
The author found only two sources which had any sub
stantial information on tab fasteners. They are by Roger
M. Cleveland (1) who made many field observations of
asphalt-shingle roofs and James L. Strahan (9) who is the
technical director of the Asphalt Roofing Industry Bureau.
Cleveland fotmd a roof where one cement failure had
occurred. In this case the tab had not been firmly pressed
down on the cement. He (1, p 13^4-) concluded that:
Cementing the tabs down must be done with
care if the tabs are expected to be firmly
fastened.
He recommended that cement should be applied when the
shingles are warm to allow good sealing, because if the
-1;.
shingles are too cool, the tabs will not settle down and
seal but will remain curved and allow the cement to dry.
He states that a properly cemented-down asphalt shingle
will last until the sun wears out the shingle and that
he highly recommends cementing for new construction or
repair work*
Cleveland foimd that clips have given excellent ser
vice and he found no evidence that the clip has damaged
the tab even on 10 year old clipped shingles. He also
recommended the use of clips for new construction or repair
work-
Cleveland Interviewed 66 lumber dealers in Iowa in
19i|.7-ii-8 and he gives the results in per cent to the
following questions (1, p. 66):
Have you used clips? Yes 3^1-* No 66.
Do you reccsnmend clips? Yes 53j Wo li-?*
Have you used cement? Yes No 26.
Do you recorament cement? Yes 92, No 8.
He stated that the reasons the dealers gave for not recom
mending clips were (1, p. 73)t
. « • that clips are not necessary, clips add
too much to the cost, the dealer did not know
anything about them or that clips will spoil
the looks of the roof.
James L. Strahan states that the correct nailing of
asphalt shingles according to the manufacturer's instructions
is really important and vital to the prevention of wind
-5-
damage and that four-inch exposure offers greater resistance
to wind damage. He also states (9j P« 117)s
Practically certain 100 per cent protection
against wind damage can be obtained even in
the most exposed locations, when the 5-in
exposure in used, by cementing down the tabs
with quick-setting asphalt cement. This is
accomplished by using a caulking gun to place
a spot of cement about as large as a 50-cent
piece under the center of each tab and on the
surface of the underlying shingle, thereafter
pressing the tab down firmly against the cement.
This same treatment can be applied to two and
three-tab hexagon strip shingles to render them
windproof•
Mr. Strahan also brings out the fact that the deck for
asphalt shingles must present a smooth flat surface that
will remain smooth and flat throughout the life of the
structure and that this can only be done if the sheathing
is put on dry and means are incorporated in the building
to prevent the sheathing from becoming wet.
In a pamphlet (6) the Asphalt Roofing Industry Bureau
stated that the buckling of asphalt shingles or bulges on
asphalt shingle roofs is not due to any characteristics
of the shingles or expansion and contraction due to tem
perature changes but Is due to the shrinking of the
sheathing when it dries or to the expansion of the sheathing
when it becomes wet. They recommend that the sheathing
be dry before the shingles are laid and that means are
taken to keep it dry for the life of the roof.
-6-
THE INVESTIGATION
Analysis
Factors which may resist, cause or influence the wind
damap:e to asphalt shingles
The factors which may resist, cause or influence the
damage
wind/to asphalt shingles are;
A* Factors of the shingle
1, Stiffness
2. Temperature of shingle during wind storms
3« Self sealing characteristics of the back-
coating
1|.* Weight
5* Size and shape
6. Age
7» Variance of thickness
Composition
9- Felt thickness
B. Factors of application
1. Exposure distance
2, Placement, type and number of nails
-7-
3. Quality of workmanship and damage done
during application
1|.« The use, holding ability, and life of tab
fasteners
5. The use of starting, ridge, edge and valley
strips and how the shingles are fastened at
these strips
6» Weather during and for a few months after
application
C» Factors of the deck
1« Smoothness of sheathing or old roofing
2. The use of felt under the shingles and the
wrlnkleless smoothness with which it Is
applied
Factors of exposure to wind and svax
1. Slope, shape, size and height of the roof
2. Direction of the main axis of the roof
3» Windbreak and samshade protection for the roof
Location of the shingle on the roof
E. Factors of wind stoms
Im Direction, velocity and gust factor of the
wind
Amount of sunlight during stom
-8-
Factors which may affect the holding power against wind
damage and the life of tab fasteners
The factors which may affect the holding power against
wind damage and the life of tab fasteners are:
1. The possible increase in self sealing due to the
clamping effect of metal fasteners
2. Type of asphalt shingle
a. Weight of shingle and felt
b« Smooth or grooved surface
c« Thick-butt, uniform thickness or tapered
d. Top and back coating and surfacing
e* Size and arrangement of the cut outs or slots
f* Size and shape of shingle
3* The temperature of the shingle during windstorms
l|.. The type of tab fastener used
a. Material of fastener
b. Size and shape
The location of the fastener on the tab
6. The workmanship with which the shingles and tab
fasteners are applied
?• The exposure distance of the shingle
8. Age and condition of shingle
9» The location of the fastener to the crack between
shingles
-9-
10* The location and distance between the nails and
fastener
Field Observations of Asphalt-Shingle Roofs
Using Tab Fasteners
Objectives
The objectives of the observations were:
!• To observe tab-fasteners on Iowa farm roofs and
to find and determine, if possible, the limitations, type
and causes of failure and other factors that may be present,
2. To observe other pertinent factors that influence
the wind resistance of asphalt shingles wliich may be pre
sent on these observations.
Procedure
To obtain the infomation and data for this section
of this report, the author visited Iowa farms to inspect
the roofs and interviewed the operator and/or owner and
visited and interviewed Iowa lumber dealers, insurance men
and representatives from asphalt-shingle manufacturers.
The field observation schedules shown in the appendix
were used as data sheets and as a guide to help the
-10-
interviewer obtain all pertinent information on inspections
of roofs and Interviews. There were five schedules, one
for the farmstead, which was filled out only once per farm,
one for the building, which was filled out once for each
building, one for the roof which was filled out once for
each flat or curved slope for each building, one for the
tab fastener which was filled out once for each roof slop©
and one for personal opinion which was filled out once for
each tab fastener for each interview.
Many pictures were taken to illustrate the observation
and if possible a few samples were obtained.
Besuits and findings
Figure 1 shows samples of clips and staples which were
found by the author to have been used or sold.
Table 1 gives the dimension of these fasteners. The
o
90 horizontal bent point on the lower arm of the roxind
steel clip was 0»36 inches. The flat steel clip was
copper coated and the round steel clip had no coating.
Clips. Two clipped roofs were Inspected and they
are designated roof Nos. 1 and 2. No wind damage had
occurred to the clipped tabs of these two roofs. However,
on roof No. 1, Figure 2, wind damage had occurred to the
top two-thirds of the lower roof, which was not clipped.
-11-
while no wind damage occurred to the lower one-third of
the roof, which was clipped.
Roof No. 1, Figures 2 through 8, was three years old,
had 5-inch exposure thick-butt shingles and had aluminuin
clips applied by the farm operator who had never seen or
applied any clips. He put the clips on the same year as
the new shingles. He decided that the application was too
slow and would fasten the rest of the tabs with cement which
he had not started at the time of the observation.
The self sealing around the fasteners on roof No. 1
was moderate to none. The self sealing of undipped
shingles was slight to none.
None of the clips on roof No. 1 had lifted, opened
or fallen off.
The placement of the clips on the tabs was not too
consistent.
Figure 3 shows that the clip could not reach the tab
because the exposure distance was too great.
Figure Ij. shows how the lower arm of the clip was
placed in the crack between two shingles so that the clip
was not held down. Figure $ illustrates better placement
of the clip between two shingles so that the tab was held
down.
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CLIPS
ALUMINUM COPPER FLAT STEEL
WIDE COPPER ROUND STEEL
STAP L E S
GALVANIZED STEEL COPPER
Figure i. Samples of Clips and Staples,
(actual size).
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Plgure 6 shows a clip which was slipped into place
but not tapped down by a hammer.
Approximately rive to ten per cent of the clips had
flattened out as shown in Figure 7*
Figure 8 shows that the top center clip was not fully
pushed up to the ahlngle edges before it was tapped down
by a hai?imer.
Figure 9 is of roof No. 2 which had 5-year-old uniform-
thickness 5-inch-exposure shingles. The shingle surface
was smooth and all coating on this shingle was pure asphalt
with no filler. The tabs were fastened with round steel
clips with the horizontal bent lower arm when the shingles
were applied.
Figure 9 shows that the clip had opened or the top arm
lifted. Approximately five to ten per cent of the clips
were in this condition. The holes that had been punched
by the points of the lifted clips have in most cases
enlarged to double size. However, it appeared as If the
p\ire asphalt coating had flowed in around the edges of the
holes and had partly coated the exposed felt.
Because of the heavy backcoatlng of pure asphalt, the
shingles had self sealed from tight to very slight. The
self sealing around the fastener was tight to moderate on
approximately 95 P®r cent of the shingles.
-17-
Because this was one of the first jobs that the car
penter had applied clips, the placement of the clips was
not consistent. A few of the clips were applied in the
crack between two shingles but because of the bent lower
arm, they still held the tab down*
The opened clips could not be pulled out from under
the shingles by the fingers in most cases; however, in all
cases tried, the resistance was relatively great.
Staples» Pour stapled roofs were inspected and are
designated lTos» 3> 5 and 6»
Figures 12 and 13 are of roof No. 3. The staple was
the "l-inch galvanized steel one. The shingle was a thick-
butt with a 5-inch exposure. Figure 13 shows a limitation
of the machine in that the throat clearance was only five
and one-quarter inches so that when the exposure distance
was too large, the staple cotild not be placed on the tab.
However, the tab still could be stapled if the machine was
placed at an angle through the slot and two staples were
put on the tab as shown. The tabs had fully flattened
to the form of the deck and had slightly self sealed. The
self sealing around the fastener seemed to be moderate.
When it was cold, it was difficult to detemine how much
of the resistance was due to the stiffness of the tab and
-18-
the holding of the fastener and how much was due to self
sealing#
PigTores llj. through 17 are of roof No. I4.. The shingle
was a hexagonal three tab and was nine years old. The
staples were the 7/8-inch copper staple and were placed
when the roof was applied.
Flgtire ll|. shows that some of the staples have lifted
as much as one-sixteenth of an inch mostly on the left side
The cause of this lifting could not be determined.
Figures 15 and I7 show that the staple was improperly
placed near the bottom edge of the tab so that its
effectiveness was reduced.
Figure I6 shows a tab that was not stapled.
The self sealing around the fastener seemed to be
moderate.
Figures I8 and 19 are of roof No. 5 which was fifteen
years old and had dutch-lap shingles stapled with 7/8-inch
copper staples. This roof was on a gambrel roof dairy
barn which had its main axis north and south. Wind damage
had occurred to the southwest part of the upper roof on
May 5> 1950. The shingles started blowing off at the ridge
between the upper and lower roof. The shingles came" off
in bunches as if the wind went in under them and pushed
them off. Some of the nails pulled loose with the shingles
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and the rest stayed on the sheathing. No one remembered
or noticed whether the staples failed before the shingles
went off, after the shingles went off, or not at all# The
shingles on the west roof of the barn had been removed
and large individual hexagonal stapled shingles had been
put on, shown in Figure 11# Figures l8 and 19 are of the
east side which was patched with good shingles from the
west side. An inspection was made on the east lower roof#
Ninety-nine per cent of the staples that coiild be seen
were still in good condition, were tight and had no
enlargement of the holes. One shingle was found that had
not been stapled. The corner of the shingles containing
the staple was easily lifted ^ to -I* of an inch and very
slight to no self sealing was present. This made the
of the s^yle
side and bottom edge/easy to lift.Only the weight of the
shingle prevented lifting by the wind. Once the shingle was
lifted, the wind would have a channel to push under the
shingles. The inspection of a few good shingles taken from
the west roof revealed that the distance between the nearest
*
leg of the staple and the nail in the second shingle was
1^ to Zi inches. This distance pemitted the easy
lifting of the comer.
Figure 20 is of roof No. 6 lAxlch was eight years old
and had large individual hexagonal shingles which were
-22-
Figure 18. Dutch-Lap
Shingles Stapled
Figure 16. Lifted Staple
mm
jCrr-ikM'iS
Figure 19. Staple on Dutch-
Lap Shingle
Figure 21* Cement Failure
-23-
stapled with 7/8-inch round steel staples. This figure
shows how a staple had lifted so that it was no longer
attached to the second layer of shingles. The left leg
had been placed in the crack between the shingle» had
held very little and was still clinched. The right leg
had opened when it was pulled loose. A tree had Its
branches almost on the roof and many of the staples under
the tree had lifted while on the rest of the roof they
had not lifted. There was a possibility that when the
wind blew against the roof, the branches of the tree might
have been pushed under the shingles and lifted the staples
The staple s were rusty and pitted but had caused no stains
on the shingles.
Cement. Three cemented roofs were inspected and are
designated Nos. 7, 8 and 9*
Roof No. 7* Figure 21, was three years old, had
thick-butt shingles id five inches to the weather and
was laid over old wood shingles. This roof was cemented
with plastic cement when it was applied, but has had a
few cemented tabs blown off. The shingles were
applied by a carpenter and the cementing was done by a
small boy used a caulking gun that was filled from a
gallon can of cement. The boy was very Inconsistent in
-21^-
how and where he applied the cement. His various patterns
were to apply the cement to:
1. The full length of the tab. Figure 21,
2. A few Inches across the slot so that each comer
of the tab would be held down and
3. A dab In the center of the tab which varied In
size frcsn one Inch in diameter to four inches •
In most of the cases the cement was applied half way up
on the tab. He did not always press the tab down firmly
when it was cemented and in some cases he pressed the
point of the gun on the shingle so that not enoiogh cement
was applied. He was very messy and split cement on the
shingle as shown in Figure 21. The inspection of the kind
of shingle which was used revealed that the back coating
had a layer of sand which probably was applied to prevent
sealing of the shingles in the bundles.
Approximately one out of five tabs tested on roof
Uo. 7 could easily be lifted up with the cement staying
on the bottom shingle. Figiire 21 shows one of these. In
most cases it appeared as if the cement had sealed some**
what to the back of the shingle but was gradually becoming
loose. The failure of the cement on this roof coxild be due
to one or more of the following reasons:
-25-
1. The layer of sand on the back coating prevented
the cement from sealing.
2. The cement was applied too thin*
3. The tab was not pressed down on the cement*
I].* The cemented area was too small.
Roof No. 8, Figure 2^, which is one year old and was
also on the same farm as No. 7 was applied by the same
carpenter and cemented by the same boy. This roof is on
the north side of a half-monitor hog house. The old wood
shingles were removed and the sheathing was respaced to
form a solid deck. The sheathing was open to the building
and during the cold weather when the sows were farrowing
and the building was kept closed to keep it warm, the
sheathing had become wet and had expanded causing the
bulges. Where the cement was applied to the bottom part
of the tab, the tab would be bent and held down. Where
the cement was applied up on the tab, the tab would stick
out, see Figure 25- Where the tab stuck out, the cement
would partly fail by pulling loose the top coating of the
second shingle# The sheathing on the south roof of this
hoghouse was dryer and had not formed any bulges.
Roof No. 9, Figures 22, 23 and 2i^., was nine years old
and had the lj.-tab i;-inoh exposure shingles which were
cemented by plastic cement during application of the
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shingles by a carpenter. No wind damage had occurred and
no tabs were loose except the ones which had been missed
and the ones loosened by the bulges. The cement was
applied by a paddle. A thick dab was placed on the second
shingle under the lower center of the tab and the tab was
firmly pressed down. As seen in Figure 23, too much cement
was applied and it oozed out when the tab was pressed down.
This roof was on a dairy barn and the sheathing was
opened to the Inside. During the winter the dairy inspector
told the farmer to close the building to keep it warm# Be
cause the sheathing became wet and, shown in Figure 2i|.,
warped, it caused a bulge, shown in Figures 22 and 23. When
the dairy inspector observed this bulge, he told the farmer
to ventilate the building.
On the bottom row of tabs on the bulge, the cement
failed by tearing the top coating from the second shingle
and, shown In Figure 23, the cement was starting to fall
in the same manner.
This inspection revealed that there are many tabs which
are not cemented. A carpenter who has cemented roofs for
many years gave these reasons why tabs are not ceraented:
1. The applicator forgot to place cement under the
tab when the scaffold holder was removed.
-23-
2» The applicator waa working on several rows at a
time and missed one when moving from row to row.
3« When two or more men were working and talking, more
tabs would be missed*
When an applicator stopped work and returned later,
he might have missed some between the previous work and later
work.
5. When the application was done fast, more tabs were
missed*
6* Missed tabs could not be seen.
These missed tabs are susceptible to wind damage which
has occurred on some roofs.
Other tab fasteners. Other tab fasteners which have
been seen or heard of by the author are:
1. Nailing of the tab. One of these roofs is shown
in Figure 10. Uails are very effective in preventing wind
damage but when they are exposed to the weather, they may
leak which they did on this roof.
2. Wood boards or strips nailed to the roof*
3« Laying bricks on the tabs.
Nos. 2 and 3 are temporary remedies which were used
during windstoms and in some cases they were never removed.
-29-
Discusalon
Because the clip Is fully dependent on the relative
position of the top of the slot and the lower edge of the
tab, the exposure distance is very critical and in some
cases when it is too large the clip will not reach the tab
and is ineffective. The clip cannot be applied in any
other laanner in these cases except if put in at an angle
from the crack between shingles.
The high percentage of aluminum clips which had their
tips flattened could be due to the low strength of aluminum
and/or a slanting blow from the hammer.
The lifting of the upper arm of the round steel clip
may be due to the lifting of the tab by the wind or bulgesj
to the thawing and freezing action of water and snow on the
roof or to the force of snow sliding down the roof.
On shingles that have a pure coating of asphalt with
no filler, the asphalt may flow and seal around the metal
fasteners. However this tendency may lessen with age and
if the metal fastener is disturbed or moved too much the
seal may break and not reseal. When a filler is added to
the asphalt coating, the flowing and sealing ability of
the asphalt coating around the fastener may lessen.
The author has observed that if the fastener was not
disturbed, moved or lifted after application, the fastener
-30-
would be sealed In the punched hole and tf the fastener
had been disturbed, moved or lifted the seal would be
broken and the hole enlarged.
Most of the ineffectiveness of the tab fasteners that
were seen in these observations was due to the poor quality
of workmanship such as improper exposure distance, improper
placement of fastener on the tab and not applying a fastener
to the tab. The latter was found mainly on cemented roofs
because the uncemented tabs could not be seen.
Because of the fastener, it is difficult to determine
the amount of self sealing and the nail placing. If the
shingles are removed, this can easily be deteitained.
The best time to Inspect a roof for factors which can
only be determined by removing the shingles is before and
during the repair of wind damage and when the roof is torn
off to be replaced.
Many other asphalt-shingle roofs were seen or inspected
by the author but they were not Included in this thesis
because not enough information was known about them or they
did not have tab fasteners.
Indications
Because not enough obseinrations were taken, no sub
stantiated conclusions can be made, but from these
-31-
observatlons the following indications are evidents
1« The exposure distance limits the use of the clip.
2. The clamp type fastener, clip or staple, promotes
the self sealing of the shingle.
3. The horizontal bent part of the lower arm of the
round steel clip aids in preventing the clip from being
pulled out and in increasing the holding power when placed
in the crack between the shingles.
l^.. The misting of steel fasteners does not stain the
shingles•
5. When tab fasteners are properly applied, they will
increase the wind resistance of the shingles.
6, The failure of cement other than poor workmanship
may be due to the original surfacing of the back coating
of the shingle.
7* Poor workmanship may be the largest factor which
decreases the effectiveness of tab fasteners.
8. The distance from the tab fastener to the nail may
be a factor in the holding power of the fasteners.
9* If the wind is allowed to channel under the shingles
and push or puff them off, the shingles will blow off in
groups.
-32-
Laboratory Tests of the Holding Power of
Tab Fasteners
Ob.ieotives
The objectives of these tests are:
1* To find the indication of comparative holding
power of four selected metal fasteners under specific
conditions.
2. To find the effect of any factors which may affect
the holding power of tab fasteners.
3» To observe the type of failures vdiich occixr.
To observe the value of the apparatus used.
Procedure
The four fasteners which were tested were the flat steel
clip^ the round steel clip, the copper clip and the steel
staple. They are shown in Figure 1 and their dimensions
are given in Table 1. Each fastener was tested four times.
Figure 26 shows the apparatus which was used to lift
the tabs. The upper arm was free to rotate about its
center which was on top of the vertical wood member. The
sash chain lifting the tabs was located two feet to the
left of the center of the aim and the hanger for the pail
was two feet to the right. The movable weight on the arm
-33-
was used to balance the arm, chain and tab holders and pall
hook with the shingle panel and pall removed.
Figures 2? and 28 show the shingle panel and how the
sash chain and tab holders were attached. The panel was
located so that it was at 60° from the horizontal and that
the sash chain was vertical at no load. Lead weights were
used to hold the panel down and in place. The clear dis
tance through which the tab was placed in the tab holders
was 2,8l inches and the main axis of the holders was
placed at a angle to the edges of the shingle. The
thickness of the steel in the tab holders was 0.12 inches.
The sash chain was tied with wire on top of the holder and
was free to rotate. The distance of the sash chains from
the tab holders to where they were tied together was 5*5
inches. The length of the sash chains froan the point lidiere
they were tied together to the upper am was adjusted so
that the am was vertical when the tabs were lifted half
way»
The panel was made of two perpendicular layers of
1x6 boards so that it measured approximately sixteen
inches by sixteen inches. Two 12 x 12 inch tabs, one
with a complete tab and one with a half a tab on each side,
were cut from a shingle. The top five inches was cut from
the whole tab and placed on the panel so the top was nine
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Inohes from the bottom of the panel# The half and half
tab was then placed on the panel so that the bottom edges
of the tabs were two inches from the bottom edge of the
panel* Two nails were then placed Ij- inches to the side
of the center of the slot and 5/8 of an inch above the top
of the slot. See Figure 29• The remainder of the whole
tab was then placed on top and laid so that its bottom
edge was five inches from the bottom edge of the half tabs.
This tab was nailed with the nails at the same relative
distance from the slots.
The fastener was then applied. The flat steel clip
was placed so that its point was 9/16 of an inch from the
bottom edge of the top tab, round steel clip 11/16 of an
inch and the copper clip 7/16 of an inch. The staple was
placed so that its center line was 5/l6 of an inch from
the bottom edge of the top tab. The clips were placed by
hand and tapped down with a haz?imer. The staple was
placed by a stapling machine.
The pail was used to hold the water which was used
for the load. The weight of the pail was included in the
load. Each load was individually weighed on a balance
scale. The first load was two pounds. It was applied
for five seconds and released for five seconds. After
-36-
ten cycles, the load was increased one pound. The lifting
and releasing of the arm were done by hand#
The tests were made in an instilated room which was
maintained at an even temperature by a thermostat connected
to an electric heater. A fan, which was directed toward
the heaters and running continuously, was used to keep the
air in the room in motion. Additional heat was gained by
the light bulb which furnished the light. A weekly recording
hygro-thermograph was used to measure and record the tempera
ture and humidity. The temperature was maintained at 90°F
and no control was made on the humidity.
The tabs were cut from a thick-butt shingle which had
a dry felt base of 50.9 potinds per i|.80 square feet. The
stirface had no embossing or texture. The thickness of the
butt was 0.175 Inches. The thickness was uniform in the
lower 6.5 inches of the shingle. The slot was 5*0 inches
in length.
All material was kept in the room so that it would be
at room temperat\ire»
Results and findings
Table 2 gives the results of the test with the unit of
comparison being the pound cycle which is the summation of
the poxmds of load times the number of cycles of loading.
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Figures 29 through 37 show each clip before the test
and after failure*
In none of these tests did the fastener open or fail.
All failure was to the shingle material.
The shingle material would tend to fail on both sides
of the flat steel clip and on the roxmd stesflLand copper
clip the material would fail in one line under the clip.
On test No. 18 the round steel clip had been haniniered into
the top shingle surface so that it indented and weakened
the top tab. The failure occurred on the top tab on the
weakened line. Around the staple, the tab material would
foiTO two failure lines, one on each side. When a patch
is torn from the top shingle, it indicates a line of failure
on each side of the fastener.
The flat and round steel clips had the greatest
holding power in these tests. This may be due to their
greater length. The round steel clip was longer
than the flat steel clip, but the round edge may have
caused earlier failure. This was Indicated by test Ho.
18 where the clip was hammered into the surface more
than the other clips and where the early failure occurred.
The flat steel clip may have gained its holding power from
the fact that there were two lines of weakness, one on
each side of the clip. The copper clip had the least
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holding power and this may be due to its shorter length and
the fact that only one line of weakness occurred under the
clip. The staple had the shortest length but was perpendicu
lar to the clips.
Because the room was closed and water was present, the
relative Immidity remained at between 98 to 100 per cent*
Dlacussion
The exact forces that the wind puts on a tab are not
fully known. For these tests it was assumed, (1) that the
wind forces could be duplicated by one force which, on the
intersection line of the planes which are perpendicular to
the bending axis of each corner, cotild be broken into its
component forces in each of the planes to the tab comers
and (2) that each of the component forces should stay
within its plane and decrease its angle with the plane of
the roof as the tab lifted,
For these tests it was also assumed that the wind does
not put a continuous, steadily-increasing force on the tab
but a repeated varied load. To duplicate this, an increasing
repeated load, which was applied for five seconds and
removed for five seconds, was used. It was two po\mds at
the start of the tests and was increased one poiind after
each 10 cycles.
-kz.
No tests were made on cemented tabs because there was
Insurflclent time for the cement to set.
No attempt was made to find the equivalent velocity of
the wind which will produce a certain force and the maximum
wind force that will occur on the tab during the life of
the tab. A fastener needs only to be strong enough to hold
against this maximum wind force.
Pound-cycles can be used as means of comparison only
if the sequence of the increasing repeated load was the same
in all tests and then they should be used with reservation
because each pound-cycle unit does not have the same effect.
The standard deviation for clips is three to four times
higher than for staples. This could mean that under the
preset conditions, one or more factors of clips had a very
critical Influence on the holding power of clips while no
factor was as critical for staples.
This apparatus did not maintain the force within the
plane which is perpendicular to the bending axis of the
tab comer, because the distance nomal to the surface
from the tab holder to the intersection line of the per
pendicular planes or to the vertical sash chain becomes
shorter as the tab comers are lifted while the short sash
chain distances remain the same. This difficulty could be
overcome by using pulleys which are located in the planes
and lead the path of the pulling chains to the pulling
device. However, the direction of pull changes within the
plane as the tab is lifted so the pulley would have to be
relocated in the plane as the tab lifts. Another method
would be to locate an eccentric pulley or cam in each plane
and as it turns it would change the line of pull to the
proper direction.
The manual operation of the loading and unloading was
unsatisfactory in that the rate of the releasing of the load
and the time for which the load is applied, which are criti
cal factors, could not be held constant throughout each and
all tests. A mechanical means which could hold the loading
constant would be much better and could decrease the standard
deviation.
These tests should be treated only as preliminary tests
and no definite conclusion should be made from them.
Indications
Under the present conditions of the test and after the
tab comers have once been lifted the following indications
are evident:
1. The holding power of a clip may be increased by
the increase in length of the clip within limits.
2. The holding power of a clip may be greater when
two lines of failure occur, one on each side of the clip,
than when one line occurs tinder the clip*
-lA-
3» The roundness of the bottom part of the upper am
of a clip may cause a decrease in the holding power,
especially if the clip is hammered into the surface of the
tab.
1^.* That at 90°P and with a felt, the shingle
material will fail before the fastener.
The flat and round steel clips may have the greatest
holding power of the foiir fasteners, the 5/8-lnch steel
staple third and the copper clip fourth.
6. The testing apparatus did not satisfactorily dupli
cate wind action for these tests*
Farm Roofing Material Survey to Iowa
Lumber Dealers
Objectives and purpose
The objectives of this survey are:
1. To find what application methods for asphalt
shingles l\amber dealers are recommending to farmers and
which of these methods the dealers prefer.
2. To find what roofing material Iowa farmers prefer
and what factors influence their preference.
-1^5-
The purpose of the first objective is to determine how
conscious the lumber dealers are of the problem of asphalt-
shingle wind damage and what methods they are recommending
to correct the problem and to promote a greater interest in
the problem.
The purpose of the second objective in relation to the
problem of this report is to determine the change, if any,
in the farmers preference for asphalt shingles due to the
windstoiTOs of October 10, 191+9, and Hay 5* 1950, or other
factors and to show that this problem of wind damage to
asphalt shingles will be increasing if more asphalt shingles
are put into use.
Procedure
To get the information desired in the first objective
without any interviews, which require expensive traveling,
a questionnaire survey directed to lumber dealers was con
ducted. The information on the second objective could
also be obtained from the dealers because the dealers would
know approximately the farmer's preference by what he sells
and by conversation with the fanners. Also from conver
sation, he may know xdiat factors influenced the farmer's
preference* However, this is an indirect method of
gathering this information and would not be fully unbiased
and accurate but it would give indications that may be of
-1^6-
value and that may aid in fiirther surveys• Directing the
survey to famers would be more nearly accurate but because
the dealers were to be contacted for the first objective, this
second objective was also included in the dealer's survey*
To prevent any sampling errors, to promote more interest
and to obtain more samples, a questionnaire was sent to each
of the 1200 Iowa lumber dealers listed in the Iowa Retail
Lmbermens Association's Directory of Iowa Lximber Dealers
{5)* A retuTO of 30 per cent was anticipated.
The questionnaire is shown in Figure Questions C
and D were made to find the infomation on the second objective
and questions E and P were made to find the information on
the first objective.
The desired method of answering this questionnaire is
as follows: For question C in the column imder each type
of building, the member 1 is to be placed to the right of
the roofing material ifftiich is the farmer's first preference
or choice for that building, the number 2 to the right of
the second preference and 3 to the right of the third
preference. This is to be repeated for each type of
building# Question D is to be answered in the same manner
as question C. For question E, a check mark is to be
placed under either yes, no or no recoraraendatlon for each
application method# Question P is to be answered in the
-i^7-
LWB 5120
laJA STATE COLLEGE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENl' STATION, AMES, IOWA
Agricultural Engineering Project 1167 HAI-ilC
Farm Roofing Material Questionnaire to Iowa Lumber Dealers
A. Name ^Date
B. Firm Address
C. What roofing materials do farmers prefer? (Check with numbers 1, 2, 3)
2, Asphalt shingles • • •
3. Asphalt roll • . • • *
Galvanized steel • , «
5« Asbestos-cement shingles
6* Aluminum •*•••••
7. (other)
•
•
:Dwelling
Livestock
Shelter
Feed
Storage
Implement
Storage
t
9
4
•
S
D, What factors influence the farmer's choice of roofing materials? (l, 3)
1. Price
2» Length of life .
3# V/ind resistance »
Hail resistance ,
5» Fire resistance ,
6, Deck requirements
7« Appearance , • •
8, Ease of application
9« (other)
Dwelling?
Livestock
Shelter
Feed sImplement
Storapres Stora,?e
• •
•
. . )
• . s
. . s
s
• *
E, Vlhat application methods do you recommend for
asphalt shingles for use on farms?
(Please check one for each method)
F. Which
methods
do you
prefer?
(1, 2, 3)
1. Clipping tabs •
2. Cementing tabs
3. Stapling tabs « • •
Lock tab • • » • •
5« 4-inch tab exposure
6» Self sealing tabs •
7« Smooth, solid deck
8, Felt underneath • •
9* Over old wood . .
shingles • • •
10. (Other)
• •
« •
Yes No No recommendation
G, Any remarks on roofing materials will be appreciated, (Use the back of
this sheet if needed.)
Please return to: L. W, Bonnicksen
Agricultural Engineering Department
Iowa State College
Ames, Iowa
Figure 3^* Questionnaire
-1^6-
same manner as questions C and D# Question P refers to the
application methods listed in question E»
To encourage the return of more questionnaires, a
letter dated January l6, 19$X, shown in the appendix, and
a stamped self-addressed return envelope were enclosed with
the questionnaire.
Results and findings
Prom the time of mailing until the time of tabulating
the result s, which was approximately two months, 65l
questionnaires were returned. Eight of that number did not
answer the questionnaire for the following reasons:
(1) three dealers did not sell roofing materials, (2) three
dealers located in large cities did not feel qualified to
answer, (3) one dealer sold out and (If.) one sent the
questionnaire and letter back unsuiswered with no remarks.
These eight returns were not included In any of the re
sults. The results are the tabulation of the 6i}.3 (53*5/^)
questionnaires ret\irned with answers.
One hundred eighty-four (28.6^) of the dealers who
answered gave remarks which clarified their answers and/or
gave additional information.
Figure 39 shows the number of lumber dealers and the
number and the percentage of questionnaires returned per
county. This does not include the eight umanswered
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questionnaires either in the subtraction from the total or
addition to the returned.
Figure 1^.0 shows the frequency distribution, which
approaches the normal distribution ctirve, of the county
percentages of returned questionnaires.
Number of Counties
0% to
10^ to 19%: 1
ZOfo to 29^2 XXXXX6
30% to 39%: XXXXXXX8
k.0% to k9%: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX19
$0% to 59%: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX29
60% to 69%: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX17
70^ to 79^: XXXX3DCXXXXX12
8(^ to Q9%: xxxii.
9C^ to 100%: XX3
Fig. i|.0. Frequency Distribution of the County
Percentages of Returned Questionnaires
Because of the briefness of instructions on the
questionnaire, various methods of answering the choice
or preference questions, C, D and P, were used. The
methods are illustrated in Figure Ij.1 and are as follows:
a. Correctly answered. The desired method as
explained in the procedure was used.
b. Duplication of choice. The desired method was
used but the number 1, 2 or 3 was used two or more times
giving a duplication of that choice.
BxxildinK
2
1
5
• • • « •
a« Correctly answered
1,
2
3.
6
?.
Building
X
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c. Only one choice checked
1
2
3.
il-.
5
6,
7^
Buildinp;
25%
20fb
PO^
e. Percentages given
Building!;
1
1
3
2 ••
• • • • •
Duplication of choice
d.
1
2
3<
6
7
Building
X
X
X
Two or more choices
checked
1..
2..
3..
i;.-
5..
6..
7-
Bailding
f. Choice not given
Figure I4.I, Methods of Answering Choice
Questions C, D and F
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o« Only one choice checked. Only one check mark was
given,
d. Two or more choices checked. Two or more check
marks were given.
e. Percentages given. For question C only, a percentage for
each material was given. The percentages usually meant the
sales volme of the dealer.
f. Choice not given. A choice, which was usually the
third, was not indicated.
g. No choices given. No numbers, checks or marks that
Indicated a choice were given.
Because 331^. of the returned questionnaires answered
questions C, D or both C and D by other methods than a, b
and e mentioned above, the questionnaire was r^iailed to
these 33^ dealers to obtain more answers given by the
desired method, A 3b tter giving instructions for
answering the questionnaire, dated February 15* 1951*
and shown in the appendix and a stamped self-addressed
envelope were also enclosed. One hundred eighty-five
of these questionnaires were returned and l6l of these
were answered by the desired or correct method.
In the tabulation of the answers, a coding system
was used to separate the above methods of answering except
where percentages were given. In this case the higher
-53-
percentage was given first choice, the second highest the
second choice and third highest the third choice. In the
case where two percentages were equal, it was coded as a
duplication of choice*
Table 3 shows the tabulation of the choices ibr
questions C and D. For each dealer only one material or
factor for each of the first, second and third choices was
credited#
However, to tabulate the duplication-of-choices and
two—or—more-choices-checked, the materials or factors which
were noted the same by the dealer were given partial credit
so that each dealer had a total of one credit for each of
the first, second and third choices. In illustration, for
Figure iiJLb, materials 1 and 2 would each be given one-half
credit for both first and second choice and material $ would
be given full credit for third choice. For Figure iiJ.d, each
of the materials 1, 3 a^id I4. would be given one-third credit
for each of the first, second and third choices. If two
checks were given, one-half credit worild be given to each
of the two materials for the first and second choices and
the third choice would be tabulated as choice not given.
If four checks were given, one-foiirth credit would be given
to each of the four materials for the first, second and
third choices.
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Table U. shows the percentages of total choices given
and the ranking of the materials and factors.
To determine why each type of roofing material re
ceived first preference, a breakdown was made, shown in
Table of the first, second and third choice factors
which influence farmers in their choice of roofing material
according to the material vrtiich had first preference.
Table 6 shows the results from questions E and F.
The first, second and third choices were tabulated in the
same way as in Table 3*
Discusgjon
It should be noted that in the tabulation of duplication-
of-choice and two-orHnore-choices-checked, that propor
tionally more weight was given to the material or factors
which were in the minority than in the tabulation of
correctly-answered and only-one-choice-checked. This was
due to the fact that all materials or factors which were
duplicated or checked were given the same weights.
In this thesis all methods of answering were added
together. For further study only the correctly-answered
and the only-one-choice-checked could be treated separately
which may give more reliable resiilts.
The resTilts for asphalt shingles and wood shingles
may be misleading in that many of the dealers said the
-56-
^0^133,0 Reeults froB tb« Fan Roofing Material Quastloimalr* to Iowa Usabvr Daalars
Part II
C. What roofing matarlals do D« What faotora Influanoa the fanar't
farmera prafar? cholca of roofing aatarlalaT
S
Juestl >nnalraa relumed , ^
Jan.. teb., and M !<ch. « *> «»
1>l| • Oli •••« 0A'i. rH AC *0008 o
• •aj 4*e fHqacfl w*
• Cr-lae >4Si«l fH
r-IH'-i B H *» ** 4» C a.
tt£o«u •a<i>4«Op
«4>4Wv490«SMaag o«a«o'q
• H iH e Ch A(.(.k».hOh
4 « i oai ^ • «
•o £ £ > se B.a ow«<H
O O. O. <-1 S«* -46
P • • « hO y<«a«o
X < < u «• a.>j SK bn-«aa —
DWEUJKO
Rank of flrat onoloa 2nd lat l^tK 3rd 3rd 2nd 5th 6th 1st U.th 6th
% of total first oholeaa glvan ..t25.3:69.1: 0.2: ; 5.1^: : : :20.6:22.2:13.9: l.U:2k.2: :Io.2t^: 1.3: 1
% of total second oholoaa glvan .:5U.2:2(^.lt: 1.2t 1.2:15.0: i : :21.1tl9.3:21.2: 2.1^:18.3:0.3:15.2: 2.2: t
% of total third oholosa givan ..:17.2: 3.5:19.0: 5.U:5U.7: 0.2:- ; :22.6:1'^.2:17.9: li.!|.:13.1:0. >:17.5: 5.2:0.2:
Rank of all oholoaa 2od lat l(.tb 5th 3rd 6th lat lat l;th 6th lat ^th t;tn 6tb 9th
LIVESTOCK SHELTBR
Rank of flrat oholoa lat 3rd U,th 2nd 6th 5th lat 2nd 3rd 6fch tith 7th ;th l^tb 7th
JK of total flrat oholoaa glvan ..:61.7:13.9j 2.0:20.5: O.^j l.ln 1134.0:32.0:25.3: I.'': 2.9:0.2: 0.3; 3.2:0.3:
% of total saoood oholoaa glvan .:19.2:47.5: 4.0:22.5: l.U: 5.k; : :20.J»:2 .2:33.5: 4.7: 5.1|.:0.7: l.U: 6.5:0.2:
%of total third oholoaa glvan ..:10.7:a.0:16.9:39.5: 1.5: 7.8:0.6: :21.4:1':21.1i:10,6:11.1:1.4: 5.9: 9.0:0.4:
Sank of all oholoas lat 2nd 4th 3rd 6tb 5tb 7tb lat lat 3rd 6th 4tb ''th 7th 4th 9th
FEED STORAGE
Rank of firat oholoa lat 2Dd 4tb 3rd 6th 5th lat let 3rd 4th 4th 7th 7th 4th
f of total flrat oholoaa ..:62.5:20,3j 3.6:12.5: 0.2: 0.9: t;34,l:34.6:22.1: 2.4* 3.2-0.2: 0.5' 2.9* j
%of total aaoond oholoaa givan .:21.4:5l.4s 5.2:1'.4t 1.4» 3.2i 1:21.1:27.0:33.5: it.o: 7.2:0.,': 1.5: 4.9:0.2:
* of total third oholoaa glvan 7.0:1'.3:22.0:44.9: l.7t 6.3: ::2Q.?sl .5:22.":11.3:1^,9:1.4: 6.2: 6.?;0.2:
Rank of all oholoaa lat Sod 4th 3rd 6th 5th 2nd Ist 3rd 5th ii^th 9th 7th 5th 9th
IHPI^ERT STORAGE
Rank of flrat oholoa 2nd 3rd 4th lat 6tn 4th lat 2nd 2nd ath 5th 7th 7th 4th 9th
% of total flrat oholoaa glvan ..:20.6: 7.2: 2.2:6".l: 0.2: l.i; : !46.0:19.1:19.0: 1.4: 5.2:0.6: 0.5: '5.0-0.2*
%of total aaoond oholeaa given .:25.e:33.3: 8,5:16.6: O.'i:!^.8:0.2:{17.7:35.6:23.2: 2.9: ".5:0.?: l.l'lO.l:
i of total third oholoea glvan ..:26.8s36.3:U.9:12.'h O.T: .0:0.4: ;17.0:1?.7:25.0: 6.4:11.7:1.9: 5.3:12.9:0.2:
Rank of all oholeaa 2nd 3rd 5th lat 6th 4tn 7th lat 2nd 3rd 6th 5th Sth 7th 4th 9th
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fanaers preferred wood shingles but would buy asphalt
shingles Instead because of the high price of wood shingles*
This would give higher results for wood shingles and less
for asphalt shingles If all factors of question D were to
be considered in the preference of material. Many dealers*
connotation of the word "prefer" does not Include the price
factor. The word purchase Instead of prefer might have
made more consistent answers.
In Table the ranking of the first choices was simple
and when there was no significant difference between cer
tain materials or factors, they were ranked the same* If
there was any question in the ranking of the materials or
factors where all three choices were considered, they were
also ranked the same*
To complete this study, the three choices and the
types of buildings should be combined to indicate the
farmer*s preference by total roof area In order to compare
with previous surveys. The weight that each of the three
choices should receive when combining is difficult to
detemlne and needs further investigation#
Prom Table it can be seen that for dwellings
asphalt shingles were the farmer's first preference, wood
shingles second and asbestos-cement shingles third. For
livestock shelter wood shingles were the first preference.
-So-
steel second and asphalt shingles third, ^^or feed storage
wood shingles were the first preference, asphalt shingles
second and steel third. For implement storage steel was
the first preference, wood shingles second ajid asphalt
shingles third.
It should be noted that steel was preferred con
siderably more than aluminum.
Price, length of life and fire resistance were the
main factors viiich influence the farmer*s choice of roofing
material for dwellings. Appearance and wind resistance
ranks next. Price and length of life rank first or second
for the other three types of buildings while wind resistance
ranks next. Price and length of life rank first or second
for the other three types of buildings while wind resistance
ranks third. Appearsmce ranks high for dwellings but low
for the other buildings. Deck requirements seem to have
little to do with influencing the farmer in his choice of
roofing material.
The data from Table 5 indicate:
1. Length of life was the main factor in the farmer's
choice of wood shingles for dwellings, livestock shelter
and feed storage. For implement storage, price was the
main factor.
2. Price, length of life and wind resistance were the
main factors in the famer*s preference for wood shingles.
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3* For dwellings, fire resistance was the main factor
influencing the farmer's preference for asphalt shingles
and price was second.
ii-. For buildings other than dwellings, price was the
main factor in the famer's preference for asphalt shingles.
5# The main factor in the famer's preference for steel
was price.
6, For dwellings, length of life was the main factor
in the farmer's preference for asbestos-cement shingles.
Because of time the second objective and purpose could
not be completed. Its completion should be made in future
study because many valuable Indications can be made.
Questions E and P were direct questions and direct
answers were received. Ass^iming that the results of the
dealers who answered represents the results of the dealers
who did not answer, the results of these two questions will
hold true for all the lumber dealers of Iowa.
The data from Table 6 show that the lumber dealer's
first preference of application methods was cementing-of-
tabs and look—tab and i|.—inch exposure run close second or
third. Between clips, staples and cement, cement ranks
first far above clips which are second and staples which
are third. Pifty-flve point seven per cent of the dealers
recommended applying over old wood shingles.
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"From the Interviews and remarks on the questionnaire,
the lumber dealers are very conscious cf wind damage to
asphalt shingles and are trying to promote proper applica
tion.
Conelias ions and indications
Conclusions
1, That 73«7 P02? cent of the 53»5 P©r cent of the
Iowa Itmiber dealers v^o returned the questionnaire recom
mended cementing tabs, per cent clipping tabs, 27.5
per cent stapling tabs, 67*3 P©^ cent lock tab, 72.2 per
cent jL|.-inch exposure, 22.1 per cent self sealing tabs,
38.0 per cent smooth, solid deck, 67,2 per cent felt under
neath and 55*7 P®r cent over old wood shingles.
2# The dealers first preference of application method
was cementing-of-tab vjith lock-tab and four-inch tab ex
posure a close second and third preference*
Indications. Because of uncertainties in the
answering of questions C and D, no conclusions can be
made from them. However, the following indications are
evident:
1» For dwellings asphalt shingles were the farmer's
first preference, wood shingles second and asbestos-cement
shingles third. For livestock shelter wood shingles were
the first preference, steel second and asphalt shingles
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third. For feed storage wood shingles were the first pre
ference, asphalt shingles second and steel third. For
implement storage steel was the first preference, wood
shingles second and asphalt shingles third.
2» Steel was preferred by farmers considerably more
than alumin\3m»
3. price, length of life and fire resistance were the
main factors which influence the farmer*s choice of roofing
material for dwellings. Appearance and wind resistance
ranks nezt. Price and length of life rank first or second
for the buildings other than dwellings while wind resistance
ranked third* Appearance ranked high for dwellings but low
for the other buildings.
!].• Deck requirements seemed to have little to do with
influencing the farmer in his choice of roofing material.
5* Length of life was the main factor in the farmer's
choice of wood shingles for dwellings, livestock shelter
and feed storage. For implement storage, price was the
main factor.
6. Price, length of life and wind resistance were the
main factors in the farmer's preference for wood shingles.
7« For dwellings, fire resistance was the main factor
influencing the farmer's preference for asphalt shingles and
price was second.
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8. For buildings other than dwellings, price was the
main factor in the farmer*s preference for asphalt shingles
9» The main factor in the famer's preference for
steel was price*
10. For dwellings, length of life was the main factor
in the farmer's preference for asbestos-cement shingles.
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DISCUSSION
Advantages euid Disadvantages of Asphalt-Shingle
Tab Fasteners
The advantages and disadvantages of asphalt-shingle
tab fasteners are:
Clips
Advantages
1. Because of the clamping effect, they promote the
self sealing of the tabs and prevent dust from getting
between the shingles to stop self sealing.
2, They have immediate effective holding power when
applied.
3« Regardless of the age or how wet or dusty the
shingles are, clips will still hold.
On old roofs clips can be applied without lifting
the tab which may crack or weaken the tab.
5. On rough decks or over ridges where the tab is
bent and has a constant lifting force, the clip will hold
without creep•
6. You can see every clip and know that all tabs
have fasteners.
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7« No expensive tools are necessary to apply them*
Only a hammer and maybe a pair of pliers is needed.
8. They can be applied at any time of the year except
when the shingles are too hot to walk on.
9» If they are still in good condition, they can be
reclaimed from an old roof for reuse on a new roof.
10. They can easily be removed and reapplied for the
easy repair of shingles.
Dlsadvantapies
1. The holding power of the clip is very dependent
on the exposure distance or the distance from the top of
the slot to the bottom edge of the tab and If this distance
is too great the clip will not reach the tab.
2. If the top am is lifted and the lower arm Is
straight, the clip may fall off the tab.
3. Clips open the felt and expose it to moisture
which may deteriorate the shingle. However, the clip
does not open the felt as much as a staple.
k- Metal clips are subject to corrosion. However,
this seems to be negligible.
The holding power of the clip over the crack be
tween two shingles Is very dependent on how the nails and
the clip are placed.
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Staples
Advantag^es
1* Because of the clamping effect, they promote the
self sealing of the tabs and prevent dust from getting
between the shingles to stop self sealing.
2. They have immediate effective holding power when
applied#
3* Regardless of the age or how wet or dusty the
shingles are, staples will still hold.
i4.. On old roofs staples can be applied without lifting
the tab which may crack or weaken the tab. However, the
tongue of the staple machine may damage an old or cold,
stiff shingle.
5. On rough decks or over ridges where the tab is
bent and has a constant lifting force, the staple will hold
without creep.
6. You can see every staple and know that all tabs
have fasteners.
?• They can be applied at any time of the year except
when the shingles are too hot to walk on or when the
shingles are cold and stiff so that the staple-machine
tongue may damage the shingle.
8. They can be applied to any point of the shingle where
the tongue of the stapling machine can reach. They are
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not limited to a small area on top of the slot such as clips
are*
9« They can easily be removed and a new staple replaced
for repairs with little or no damage to the shingles.
10. A wide staple can staple over the crack between
two shingles and a narrow staple can be placed to one side
of the crack.
Disadvantages
1# Staples open the felt and expose it to moisture
which may deteriorate the shingle,
2. Staples require an expensive machine to apply.
3» The location of the staple on the tab is dependent
on where the tongue can be placed. If the tongue is of a
length near the exposure distance of the shingle and the
top shingle is placed too high, the stapling machine may
not be able to place a staple above the slot. However, it
can place two staples on each side of the slot if the
tongue is slanted through the slot,
1^., Metal staples are subject to corrosion. However,
this seems to be negligible,
5. The staple can not be reused again like a clip.
Cement
AdvantaRes
1, The variance from the desired exposure distance
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has little or no effect on the holding power or application
of cement*
2. The application of cement is not limited to any
certain part of the tab or type of shingle.
3. No expensive tools are necessary for applying
cement* A chaulklng giin, paddle or putty knife can be
used*
Cementing does not open the felt and expose it to
moisture which causes deterioration.
5. Cement can easily be applied over the crack between
two shingles.
Disadvantages
1* Cement may not hold to shingles which are wet, dusty
or have a mineral surfaced backcoating.
2. For repair work the shingles cannot be removed
without damage,
3* Cement takes weeks to months to fully set so it
does not have effective immediate holding power against
wind.
i}.. On rough decks or over small ridges where the tab
is bent and has a constant lift, the cement will creep
loose or pull apart*
5* The applicator cannot see if any of the tabs are
uncemented so a few misses may occtir which are subject to
wind damage*
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6. On old roofs when the tab is lifted, there is a
chance of the tab cracking, breaking or weakening.
?♦ If the cement is thick and not pressed down, the
shingles are separated which causes less self-sealing and
a chance for dust to get between the shingles "waiich also
causes less self-sealing*
Additional Indications
The author has found some additional indications from
his observations and wishes to state them here.
1. The dutch lap and large individual hexagonal
shingles edges may be too long so that the wind can lift the
edges and channel under the shingles and push or puff thesa
off the roof.
2. The grooving or embossing of the surfacing of the
tab may decrease the holding power of the fasteners. The
groove presents a line of weakness. This also holds for
self-lock-tab shingles.
3. The temperature of asphalt shingles may be only a
few degrees above air temperature during windstorms due to
the air cooling effect of the wind.
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On dutch lap and self-lock tab shingles the wind
may blow water Into the side lap which will cause the water
to run over the nail and perhaps leak onto the sheathing#
5. The velocity of the wind over the top part of a
large roof is greater than the open air velocity due to
the lower pressure head and increase in velocity head*
6. Clips may be the best of the three types of
fasteners because clips have all of the most desired advan
tages and their disadvantages can be overcome by the proper
application of the shingles and the proper placement of the
clip. Clips may prove to be the best for old roofs except
where the exposure distance is too great. In this case
another fastener will have to be used. Better designs may
be made to improve the clip.
Possible Future Studies
Possible future studies which may be of value are:
1. To detemine the increase of self sealing due to
the use of clamp fasteners,
2. To detemine the relationship between the holding
power of a tab fastener and the distance between the
fastener and the shingle nail.
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To determine the value of a horizontal bend or
a point on the lower arm of a clip in holding power when
placed in or near the crack between shingles and in re
sistance to being pulled out from under the tab#
ij.» To deteiroine if thawing and freezing of snow and
water and the sliding action of snow down the roof can
lift the top arm of clips*
5# To determine the placement of a clip that will
give the greatest holding power.
6. To determine the value of clips on old roofs.
7* To determine the extent of deterioration to the
felt caused by the holes punched by clips and staples.
8. To determine the effect of backcoatlng and aur-
facing on the holding power of cement.
9. To determine the effect of each of the factors
which affect the holding power and life of tab fasteners.
10. To determine the value of the various types of
asphalt cement as tab fasteners.
11. To complete all possible information which can
be obtained from the lumber dealer*s questionnaires.
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Recommendations
The author wishes to make the following recommendations ^
1. In the nailing of shingles to which clips are to
be applied, either the right or 3aeft edge nail should be
placed near the edge so the clip can be placed at an inward
angle on that side of the slot#
2* The throat clearance of a stapler should be at
least one inch longer than the exposure distance or at
least six inches.
3» A pair of pliers should be used to insert the clips,
A special grip could be made to make it easier to hold and
insert*
1^9 The sheathing of an asphalt-shingle roof should be
dry before the shingles are placed and should remain dry
the life of the roof.
5* A program should be conducted to educate applica
tors in the proper methods of application and the limita
tions of roofing materials.
-Ik"
SUMMARY
Three types of studies were conducted. They were:
(1) field observations, (2) laboratory tests and (3) a
questionnaire survey to Iowa lumber dealers#
Field observations were made of asphalt shingle roofs
that had clips, staples or cement applied as tab fasteners*
These observations indicated: (1) that poor workmanship,
which consists mainly of, (a) not laying the shingles to
the proper exposure distsuice so the fastener can be properly
applied, (b) improper placement of the fastener on the tab
and (c) not placing a fastener on the tab, may be the
greatest factor in the decrease of effectiveness of tab
fasteners, (2) that the clamp type fasteners promote the
self sealing of the shingle, (3) that cement may fall due
to the original surfacing of the back coating, (!{.) that
the rusting of steel fasteners does not stain the shingles
and (5) that if the bottom edge of the top tab is too far
above the top of the slot, a clip cannot be used.
The laboratory tests consisted of lifting the comers
of tabs that had been clipped or stapled. The shingle
used was a smooth-surfaced thick-butt that had a 5l povmd
felt base. These tests were run at a temperature of 90^F.
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An increasing repeated load was applied to the tab corners
until failure• Under the specific conditions these tests
indicated: (1) that at 90^P and with a pound felt, the
shingle material will fail before the fastener, (2) that
the holding power of clips may be decreased by, (a) a de
crease in length, (b) only one line of failure occurring
under the clip instead of two lines, one on each side of
the clip, (c) the roundness of the cross section of the
clip and (d) the hammering of the top arm of the clip Into
the surface of the tab.
A questionnaire was sent to each of the lumber dealers
in Iowa asking them what application methods for asphalt
shingles they recommended and preferred, what roofing
materials farmers prefer for various types of buildings and
what factors influenced the farmer in his choice of roofing
material. The lumber dealers were very conscious of wind
damage to asphalt shingles and were trying to promote proper
application. Nearly three-fourths of the dealers recom
mended cementing tabs, approximately one-third, clipping
and one-fourth, stapling.
Advantages and disadvantages were given for clips,
staples and cement#
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A STTTDY OP THE PREVEM'ION OP WIND DAI4AGE
TO ASPHALT SHINGLES
Field Observations
FARMSTEAD
Number^^
A» Interviewer > Date
B. State , County , Township^
Section Location
C. Size of farm acres*
D. Operator : Owner, Tenant
Period of occupancy years .
E, Owner;^ , Operator
Living: On farm, Near fam. In state. Out of state.
Period of ownership years#
P. Buildings maintained by: Owner, Operator, Other_
G. Interviewee: Owner, Operator, Pamhand, Housewife,
Other .
H. Condition of buildings
I. Remarks:
BUILDING ORIENTATION
Pam No. ; Building No. •
Photo Ho.
A. Use of building
B. Width ft; Length ft.; Height to eaves ft.;
Hffight to peak ft; Other
G. Roof type: Shed, Gable, Hip, Half monitor. Monitor,
Garabrel, Gothic, Circular, Other
D. Main a:xls: N-S, E-W, Other
E. Ventilation of building
Ventilation under roof
P. Age of building years; (E estimated,
K known; By: B observer, W owner, T tenant, H housewife.)
G. Present condition *
Future life years, if .
H. Is building insured for wind? Yes, No.
Insurance Company
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ASPHA.lt SHINGIiES
Farm No« ; Building No. ; Roof No. •
Photo No. .
Description
A. Shingle type: Dutch single. Hex single. Hex 2 tab.
Hex 3 tab. Hex 1|. tab, Amer. 3 tab, Amer, ![. tab.
Lock tab. Other .
B. Name of manufactor
Trade name of shingle
C. Weight per square lbs.
D. Thickness at bottom inches; Top inches.
Uniform, Tapered, Thickbutt.
E. Surfacing: Slate, Ceramic, Other
Top coating____
Under coatinf^
F. Pelt thickness inches; Weight lb3./sq~
G. Grooves: None, Sharp, Rounded, Deep, Shallow.
H. Size and shape of shingle:
Installation
I. Slope in/ft: Lower roof, upper roof, curved.
J. Pacing: Worth, South, East, West, other
K. American tab exposure inches.
L. Deck: New, Old.
M. Felt landerneath: Yes, No*
N. Over old roofing: No, wood shingles, asphalt shingles
asphalt roll, other ; Ak© years.
Condition of old roofing.
0. Sheathing: White pine, douglas fir, yellow pine,
Other • Age years;
Thickness: Planed 1", Rough 1", Other ;
Spacing: none, finches. Ship lap. Tongue and
groove, end match. Other •
Width inches.
Condition; Checked fo. Decayed Warped ^
Sound fo. Unable to inspect %, Other %
P. Starting strip: None, Upsidedown shingle. Wood shingles
Metal finches. Asphalt roll inches. Other
Edge strip: None, ]
Ridge strip: None, Boston, Other
Valley: None,
Q,* Nailing: Number per shingle ; Length inches
Size of head inches; Angle driven: Top Bottom
Material: Galv. steel. Other
Placing: inches from center to bottom of shingle
inches from center to bottom of overlapping shingle.
Penetrates sheathing: Yes, No, Unable to inspect:
Shank: Plain, Screw, Barbed, Ring, Other .
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R« Self sealing: None, very slight, slight, moderate,
fairly tight, tight.
S* Tab fasteners: None, Clips, Staples, Cement, Other^
T. Weather during and after installation^^ ]
U. Who applied: Carpenter, Owner, Tenant, Other
V. Age of shingles years; ^by
W. Service life remaining: years, if_
X. Present condition
Y. Material that would be used for reroofing , By^
Failure
Z. Hail: None,
holes punched per square: % of granules
loosened*
AA« Curling: None, Due to
BB. Bulges: None, Due to
CC. Leaks: None, Due to
DD. Other
EE, Insurance claims: None,
Date ; Amount ; Por_
Date ; Amount ; For'
FF* Wind: None, Lifted up %, Tabs off
Shingles off
Retvirned to normal. Patched; Date of wind
Direction of wind ; Velocity of wind_
Description "
Causes
Location of damage diagram:
TAB FASTENERS
Fam No. ; Building No. ; Roof No. ^Fastener
No. jPhoto No.
Type of Fastener: Clip, Staple, Cement.
Description
A. Material : Coating •
B- Manufacturer »
C* Trade name ^ ^ ^
D. Size and shape:
Application
E. Location on shingle:
P» Tools used to apply_
G. How applied
H. Applied by: Owner, Tenant, Carpenter, Other
I. Weather during and after application
J. Applied same time as shingles: Yes, No; after
shingles
K* Age of fastener years: by
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L. Condition of shingles dtiring installation
Self sealing around fastener: None, Very slight, slight,
moderate, fairly tight, tight
The effect of the fastener on:
N. Watertightness
0. Water vapor permeability
P. Expansion and contraction
Q. Bulges
R• Other
Failure
S. Enlargement of ptuiched holes. None,^
T. %Tight, % Slightly loose, % Loose, % Very
loose, fo Offj
U. Corrosion: None, Slight, Moderate;
V. Damage during application
W. Has fastener lifted or moved
X. Wind: None, Describe ^
Y. Other
PERSONAL OPINION ON ASPHALT-SHINGLE TAB FASTENERS
Name , Address
Occupation^^ , Date
A. Fastener in question; Clip, Staple, Cement, Other
B. Have you (used, applied) them? Yes, No, ]
Farm Bldg Roof Fas t ener ,
C. Your method of application
D« Are they easy to apply?
E. How do you like their appearance?^
F. What is their effect on:
Water tightness__
Vapor permeability
Temp, expansion and contraction^
Bulges
Other
G. Have you seen any failures? No, Describe
H. Do you believe that they will hold the tabs down in
strong winds?
I. Do you believe that they will last the life of the
shingles?
J. Would you use them again? Yes, No,
K. Which one would you use? Clip , Staple , Cement
EOABTMENT OF AGKCULTURAL CNGINEERma
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lOWA STATE COLLEGE
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
AMES, IOWA
January 16, 1951
Gentlemen:
Excessive wind damage to roofing material on
Iowa farma resulting from the windstoms of 10 October,
19i|.9, and 5 May, 1950, has stimulated a study of the
characteristics of roofing materials which pemit
damage by wind and improvements in material and/or
application which may be effective in preventing damage.
As a part of this study we aj^e anxious to get an appraisal
of farmer preferences of roofing materials and application
methods recommended by Iowa lumber dealers*
Your cooperation in filling out the enclosed
questionnaire and mailing to L. W, Bonnicksen will be
greatly appreciated. We believe the results from this
study will be of value to you. A self-addressed stamped
envelope is enclosed for your convenience*
Sincerely yotirs.
HG: jb
enc«-2
Henry Giese,
Professor
DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
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lOWA STATE COLLEGE
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
AMES, IOWA
February 15, 1951
Gentlemen:
The response to our farm roofing questionnaire has been quite
gratifying and many worth while remarks have been received. We
believe that you vill be interested in the summary which we hope
to have published in News Flashes.
However, it appears that our instructions were not suf
ficiently specific with the resxilt that yovr copy did not in
dicate fully all firstj seccind and third choices. We are there
fore sending another with the request that you favor us by filling
it out in accordance with the instructions given below.
For question C in the column under each type of building,
place the nuaiber 1 to the right of the roofing material
which is the farmer's first preference for that building,
the number 2 to the right of the second preference and
3 to the right of the third preference. Repeat for each
type of building. For question D, fill it out in the
same manner as question C. For question E, put a check
mark under either Yes, No or No reconanendation for each
application method. For question F, fill it out in the
same manner as question C and D. Question F refers to
the application methods listed in question E.
Enclosed is the questionnaire and a self-addressed stamped
envelope for yota* convenience.
Sincerely yours,
L. W. Bonnicissen
enc .-2
